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In this paper, we apply the Galerkin method to the problem of vibration of a one-
dimensional system with free end conditions. Giving a MAPLE r⃝procedure, we test the
results on two numerical examples.
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1. Introduction and statement of the problem
Moving strings describe many engineering devices such as magnetic tapes, serpentine belts and fiber windings. The
mathematical model of vibration of flexible string made of non-homogeneous material is given by the following boundary
value problem [1]:ρ(x)utt = (k(x)ux)x + F(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ΩT = (0, l)× (0, T ] ⊂ R
2,
u(x, 0) = φ0(x), ut(x, 0) = φ1(x), x ∈ (0, l) ,
(k(x)ux − ν0u)x=0 = µ0(t), (k(x)ux + ν1u)x=l = µ1(t), t ∈ (0, T ] .
(1)
Here the functions ρ(x) > 0 and k(x) > 0 represent the density and flexural rigidity of the string. The functions µ0(x) and
µ1(x) determine the movements of x = 0 and x = l ends of the string. The constants νi > 0, (i = 1, 2) state the clamping
flexural rigidity at the ends of the string. Then, according to Hooke’s law, the function T (x, t) := k(x)ux(x, t) defines the
tension of the flexible string. In the case of µ0(t) = 0 and µ1(t) = 0, the boundary conditions transform into
k(0)ux(0, t) = ν0u(0, t), k(l)ux(l, t) = −ν1u(l, t). (2)
These conditions called as flexible clamping conditions in accordance with its physical meaning.
The case the clamping flexural rigidity is zero (νi = 0)means that the ends of the string are free. Therefore, the following
homogeneous Neumann conditions
k(0)ux(0, t) = 0, k(l)ux(l, t) = 0 (3)
called sometimes as free end conditions. So, we write the systemρ(x)utt = (k(x)ux)x + F(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ΩT = (0, l)× (0, T ] ⊂ R
2,
u(x, 0) = φ0(x), ut(x, 0) = φ1(x), x ∈ (0, l) ,
ux (0, t) = 0, ux (l, t) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ] .
(4)
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Due to necessary continuity conditions the classical solution of the problem (4)must belong to the function space C2,2(ΩT )∩
C1,1(ΩT ) and to obtain this solution the coefficients ρ(x), k(x) and data φ0(x), φ1(x) and F(x, t)must hold the conditions:
ρ(x) ∈ C[0, l], k(x) ∈ C1[0, l] (5)
and
φ0(x) ∈ C1 [0, l] , φ1(x) ∈ C [0, l] , F(x, t) ∈ C(ΩT ). (6)
When one or more conditions in (5)–(6) do not hold, the finite elements and Galerkin methods are very popular methods
used to get numerical solutions. Some researchers developed numerical methods based on the Galerkin method. The basic
Galerkin methods with piecewise linear basis functions and quadratic basis functions have been compared in [2]. Suk and
Kim used the Galerkin weak principle to model the general second-order mechanical system and applied to the dynamics
of the simple pendulum [3]. Grote et al. presented the symmetric interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin method for the
numerical discretization of the second-order scalar wave equation with Dirichlet conditions [4]. Limaco et al. analyzed from
the mathematical point of view a model for small vertical vibrations of an elastic string with fixed ends and the density
of the material being not constant [5]. Mancuso and Ubertini established an efficient iterative procedure to implement the
time discontinuous Galerkin method based on piecewise linear time interpolation for non-linear dynamics [6].
In this paper, the stress is that when the problems with free ends involves more than one discontinuous functions, the
numerical weak solutions can be easily obtained by the givenMAPLE r⃝ procedure. When the density, flexural rigidity, force,
initial state or initial velocity functions do not ensure the continuity necessities, we get the solution weak (generalized)
sense. For the weak solution of the problem we mean the function u (x, t) ∈ W 12 (ΩT ) satisfying the following integral
equality:∫
ΩT
(−ρ(x)utηt + k(x)uxηx) dxdt =
∫
ΩT
F(x, t)ηdxdt +
∫ l
0
ρ(x)φ1 (x) η (x, 0) dx (7)
for all η (x, t) ∈ W 12 (ΩT ) and η (x, T ) = 0.
To have this solution we require that
ρ(x), k(x) ∈ L∞ (0, l) ; 0 < ρ0 < ρ(x) < ρ1, 0 < k0 < k(x) < k1 (8)
and
φ0(x) ∈ W 12 (0, l) , φ1(x) ∈ L2 (0, l) , F(x, t) ∈ L2(ΩT ). (9)
Here the spaceW 12 (ΩT ) consists of the functions that they and their first-order generalized derivatives belong to the L2 (ΩT )
space. InW 12 (ΩT ), the inner product and norm are defined as follows:
(f , g)W12 (ΩT ) =
∫
ΩT
[
fg + df
dx
dg
dx
+ df
dt
dg
dt
]
dxdt, ‖f ‖W12 (ΩT ) =

(f , f )W12 (ΩT ) for all f , g ∈ W
1
2 (ΩT ) .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Galerkinmethod for investigated problem is presented and the Newmark
method is used for time domain solution. In Section 3, aMAPLE r⃝ procedure is given. Due to this procedure theweak solution
is easily obtained by entering the functions in the problem. In the last section two numerical experiments are executed.
In the first example we choose the discontinuous density and force functions and in the second example we choose the
discontinuous density, initial velocity and force functions.
2. The Galerkin method for the problem
We consider the Galerkin method similar to carried out in [7]. Let {ϕk (x)} be a fundamental system in W 12 (0, l) with
ϕ′k (0) = ϕ′k (l) = 0 and (ϕk, ϕl) = δlk. We seek an approximate solution uN (x, t) =
∑N
k=1 C
N
k (t) ϕk (x). We write the
statement (4) for uN , multiply ϕl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,N and integrate over (0, l):∫ l
0
ρ(x)uNttϕldx =
∫ l
0
(k(x)uNx )xϕldx+
∫ l
0
F(x, t)ϕldx, l = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (10)
Here, substituting uN and applying integration by parts, we have∫ l
0
ρ(x)
N−
k=1
d2
dt2
CNk (t) ϕk (x) ϕldx+
∫ l
0
k(x)
N−
k=1
CNk (t)
dϕk (x)
dx
dϕl (x)
dx
dx+
∫ l
0
F(x, t)ϕldx, l = 1, 2, . . . ,N
and
N−
k=1
d2
dt2
CNk (t)
∫ l
0
ρ(x)ϕk (x) ϕldx+
N−
k=1
CNk (t)
∫ l
0
k(x)
dϕk (x)
dx
dϕl (x)
dx
dx+
∫ l
0
F(x, t)ϕldx, l = 1, 2, . . . ,N.
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This leads to system
A
d2
dt2
CN + ECN = F (11)
where
A =

∫ l
0
ρ (x) ϕ1ϕ1dx · · ·
∫ l
0
ρ (x) ϕNϕ1dx
...
...∫ l
0
ρ (x) ϕ1ϕNdx · · ·
∫ l
0
ρ (x) ϕNϕNdx
 , E =

∫ l
0
k (x) ϕ′1ϕ
′
1dx · · ·
∫ l
0
k (x) ϕ′Nϕ
′
1dx
...
...∫ l
0
k (x) ϕ′1ϕ
′
Ndx · · ·
∫ l
0
k (x) ϕ′Nϕ
′
Ndx

and
F =

∫ l
0
F (x, t) ϕ1dx
...∫ l
0
F (x, t) ϕNdx
 , CN =
C
N
1 (t)
...
CNN (t)
 .
The initial conditions for this system can be written as the following:
CNk (0) =

ϕN(x), ϕk (x)
 = C0, ddt CNk (0) = (φ1(x), ϕk (x)) = C ′0, k = 1, 2, . . . ,N (12)
where ϕN(x) approximates φ0(x) in the norm ofW 12 (0, l) as N →∞.
For the solution of the problem
A
d2
dt2
CN + ECN = F
CNk (0) = C0,
d
dt
CNk (0) = C ′0 (13)
we use the Newmark Method.
We let k denote the time step and set tn = nk. Then theNewmarkmethod consists in finding approximations Cn to CN (tn)
such that
A+ k2βE C1 = [A− k2 12 − β

E
]
C0 + kAC ′0 + k2
[
βF1 +

1
2
− β

F0
]
(14)
and 
A+ k2βE Cn+1 = [2A− k2 12 − 2β + γ

E
]
Cn −
[
A+ k2

1
2
+ β − γ

E
]
Cn−1
+ k2
[
βFn+1 +

1
2
− 2β + γ

Fn +

1
2
+ β − γ

Fn−1
]
(15)
for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1, where Fn = F (tn). We know that the Newmark scheme with γ = 1/2 is unconditionally stable for
β = 1/4, [8]. So we rewrite (14)–(15) as
A+ k
2
4
E

C1 =
[
A− k
2
2
E
]
C0 + kAC ′0 +
k2
4
[F1 + F0] (16)
and 
A+ k
2
4
E

Cn+1 =
[
2A− k
2
2
E
]
Cn −
[
A+ k
2
4
E
]
Cn−1 + k2
[
1
4
Fn+1 + 12Fn +
1
4
Fn−1
]
. (17)
Solving Cn’s from (16)–(17) and substituting in uN (x, t) = ∑Nk=1 CNk (t) ϕk (x), we obtain the approximated weak solution.
All the sequences

uN

convergence to weak solution u inW 12 (ΩT ), [7].
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3. MAPLE r⃝ procedure for approximated weak solution
The following MAPLE r⃝ procedure named AWS gives the approximated weak solution by entering it the following
symbols:
N: the number of used fundamental functions
p1: the density function
k1: the flexural rigidity function
F1: the force function
g1: the initial state
h1: the initial velocity
> AWS:=proc(N,p1,k1,F1,g1,h1):
>with(linalg):
> l:=1:T:=2:
> phi[1]:=1.:> tphi[1]:=0:
> for k from 2 to N do
> phi[k]:=evalf(sqrt(2/l)*cos(k*Pi/l*x)):
> tphi[k]:=diff(phi[k],x):
> od:
> A:=array(1..N,1..N):
> for i from 1 to N do
> for j from 1 to N do
> A[i,j]:=evalf(int(p1*phi[i]*phi[j],x=0..l)):
> od:
> od:
> E:=array(1..N,1..N):
> for i from 1 to N do
> for j from 1 to N do
> E[i,j]:=evalf(int(k1*tphi[i]*tphi[j],x=0..l)):
> od:
> od:
> F:=array(1..N,1..N):
> for r from 1 to N do
> F[r,1]:=evalf(int(F1*phi[r],x=0..1)):
> od:
> p:=10:
> bas:=0:
> k:=T/p:
> Fy:=array(1..N,1..p+1):
> for r from 1 to p+1 do
> for i from 1 to N do
> Fy[i,r]:=evalf(subs(t=bas,F[i,1]));
> od;
> bas:=bas+k;
> od:
> C:=array(1..N,1..1):
> Cd:=array(1..N,1..p+1):
> C0:=array(1..N,1..1):
> for i from 1 to N do
> C0[i,1]:=evalf(int(g1*phi[i],x=0..l)):
> Cd[i,1]:=evalf(C0[i,1]):
> od:
> C1:=array(1..N,1..1):
> for i from 1 to N do
> C1[i,1]:=evalf(int(h1*phi[i],x=0..l)):
> od:
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> Q:=evalm(A+(k∧2/4)*E):
>Q1:=evalm(A-(k∧2/2)*E):Q2:=evalm(k*A&*C1):
> for i from 1 to N do
>Cd[i,2]:=evalf(evalm((inverse(Q))&*(evalm(evalm(Q1&*C0)+Q2+k∧2*((1./4)*(col(Fy,1)+(col(Fy,2))))))))[i,1]:
> od:
> Q3:=evalm(2*A-(k∧2/2)*E):
> for j from 2 to p do
> for i from 1 to N do
> Cd[i,j+1]:=evalf(evalm((inverse(Q))&*(evalm(evalm(Q3&*col(Cd,j))-
evalm(Q&*col(Cd,j-1))+k∧2*(((1./4)*col(Fy,j+1)+(1./2)*(col(Fy,j))
+(1./4)*(col(Fy,j-1))))))))[i];
> od;
> od:
> l:=array(1..p+1):
> for i from 1 to p+1 do
> l[i] := (i-1)*k:
od:
> for r from 1 to N do
> for a from 1 to p+1 do
> car:=1:
> for b from 1 to p+1 do
> if(a!‘¿b) then car:=car*(t-l[b])/(subs(t=l[a],t-l[b])):else fi:
> od;
> car:=car*row(Cd,r)[a];
> k[a]:=car;
> od:
> Cyak[r]:=collect(sum(’k[a]’,’a’=1..p+1),t);
> od:
> solution:=sum(’Cyak[z]*phi[z]’,’z’=1..N):
> end:
In this procedure we first enter the fundamental system for the problem. Then, we compute the matrixes A, E, F , C0 and
C ′0. We abbreviate here some matrixes by
Q = A+ k
2
4
E, Q1 = A− k
2
2
E, Q2 = kAC ′0 and Q3 = 2A−
k2
2
E. (18)
Solving Eqs. (16)–(17) and using interpolation, we get the functions Cn’s. Thereforewe have the approximatedweak uN (x, t)
solution.
4. Numerical illustrations
Example 1. In the regionΩT = (0, 1)× (0, 2], let us consider the density, flexural rigidity and force functions, respectively
as
ρ (x) =

1 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
2
1
2
< x ≤ 1
, k (x) =

x 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
1
2
1
2
< x ≤ 1
,
F (x, t) =

1
4
cos(t)

13x3 + 107x2 − 40x− 4 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
, t ∈ (0, 2]
−1
4
cos(t)

30x3 − 68x2 + 91x− 34 1
2
< x ≤ 1, t ∈ (0, 2]
and the initial state and the initial velocity, respectively as
φ0 (x) =

−13
4
x3 + 5
2
x2 + 1 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
15
4
x3 − 17
2
x2 + 23
4
x
1
2
≤ x ≤ 1
and φ1 (x) = 0.
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True Weak Solution Obtained Approximated Weak Solution
Fig. 1. The graphs of weak solution and obtained approximated weak solution of Example 1.
The weak solution of this problem is
u (x, t) =

cos t

−13
4
x3 + 5
2
x2 + 1

0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
, t ∈ [0, 2]
cos t

15
4
x3 − 17
2
x2 + 23
4
x

1
2
≤ x ≤ 1, t ∈ [0, 2] .
The function u (x, t) is not a classical solution since uxx (x, t) ∉ C (ΩT ). This is due to the conditions (5), (6) do not hold. Here
the density and the force functions are discontinuous.
If we use the procedure AWS given in Section 3 in MAPLE r⃝ such that
< AWS(4, piecewise (x >= 0 and x <= 1/2, 1, x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 2) ,
piecewise (x >= 0 and x <= 1/2, x, x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 1/2) ,
piecewise(x >= 0 and x <= 1/2, 1/4∗ cos(t)∗ 13∗x∧3+ 107∗x∧2− 4− 40∗x ,
x > 1/2 and x <= 1,−1/4∗ cos(t)∗ 30∗x∧3− 68∗x∧2+ 91∗x− 34),
piecewise(x >= 0 and x <= 1/2,−13/4∗x∧3+ 5/2∗x∧2+ 1,
x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 15/4∗x∧3− 17/2∗x∧2+ 23/4∗x), 0);
then, we get the approximated weak solution
1.109375000+ 0.000156518t10 − 0.001725t9 + 0.007492t8 − 0.01565452t7
+ 0.01462t6 − 0.00872t5 + 0.05274t4 − 0.005688t3 − 0.5513756t2
+ 0.000898602t + 1.414213562(−0.07622102928+ 0.00015666059t10
− 0.0008594t9 + 0.0005693t8 + 0.007630691t7 − 0.032719t6 + 0.058356t5
− 0.0238473t4 − 0.0445381t3 + 0.03882846t2 + 0.03450820340t)
cos(6.283185308x)+ 1.414213562(0.002226994228− 0.00156664525t10
+ 0.017250872t9 − 0.07453121t8 + 0.1565587557t7 − 0.16154718t6
+ 0.0874117t5 − 0.06793899t4 + 0.05688811t3 − 0.000486764t2
− 0.00898251154t) cos(9.424777962x)+ 1.414213562(0.610000000110−9
− 0.004390733100t10 + 0.032335436t9 − 0.07346540t8 − 0.00624900512t7
+ 0.264959424t6 − 0.37795245t5 + 0.170041397t4 − 0.010567343t3
+ 0.016988944t2 − 0.009611812933t) cos(12.56637062x).
The graphs of weak solution and obtained approximated weak solution are given in Fig. 1.
Some L2 (0, 1) errors between weak and (AWS) approximated weak solution for some t values are given in Table 1.
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Table 1
Some L2(0, 1) errors between weak and (AWS) approximated weak solution for some t values of Example 1.
N t ‖u (., t)− AWS (., t)‖2
L2(0,1)
4
0 0.000005242
0.4 0.000127581
1 0.000039225
1.6 0.000238983
2 0.000219863
6
0 0.000004270
0.4 0.000124916
1 0.000049070
1.6 0.000216828
2 0.000250878
10
0 0.000004229
0.4 0.000124768
1 0.000056541
1.6 0.000186492
2 0.000170535
Example 2 (Discontinuous Solution). In the regionΩT = (0, 1)×(0, 1], let us consider the density, flexural rigidity and force
functions, respectively as
ρ (x) =

0 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
1
1
2
< x ≤ 1
, k (x) =

sinπx 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
1
1
2
< x ≤ 1
,
F (x, t) =

− sin(t) π cosπx 3x2 − 2x+ sinπx (6x− 2) 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
, t ∈ (0, 1]
0
1
2
< x ≤ 1, t ∈ (0, 1]
and the initial state and the initial velocity, respectively as
φ0 (x) = 0 and φ1 (x) =

x3 − x2 + 1
4
0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
0
1
2
< x ≤ 1.
The weak solution of this problem is
u (x, t) =

sin t

x3 − x2 + 1
4

0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
, t ∈ [0, 1]
0
1
2
< x ≤ 1, t ∈ [0, 1] .
The function u (x, t) is not a classical solution since u (x, t) ∉ C (ΩT ). This is due to the conditions (5), (6) do not hold. Here
the density, the initial velocity and the force functions are discontinuous.
If we use the procedure AWS given in Section 3 in MAPLE r⃝ such that
> AWS(6, piecewise (x >= 0 and x <= 1/2, 0, x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 1)
piecewise

x >= 0 and x <= 1/2, sinPi∗x, x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 1
piecewise(x >= 0 and x < 1/2,− sin(t)∗(3∗ cosPi∗x∗Pi∗x∧2− 2∗ cosPi∗x
∗Pi∗x+ 6∗ sinPi∗x∗x− 2∗ sinPi∗x), x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 0), 0,
piecewise

x >= 0 and x < 1/2, x∧3− x∧2+ 1/4, x > 1/2 and x <= 1, 0);
then, we get the approximated weak solution
−114.3294379t10 + 579.6441t9 − 1258.4380t8 + 1527.948459t7 − 1136.6003t6
+ 533.4472t5 − 156.7600372t4 + 27.6929302t3 − 2.6257414t2 + 0.1915871316t
+ 1.414213562(261.0923121t10 − 1323.74593t9 + 2873.780000t8
− 3488.601937t7 + 2594.15266t6 − 1217.153574t5 + 357.9654961t4
− 63.2868268t3 + 5.99834670t2 − 0.1913417058t) cos(6.283185308x)
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True Weak Solution Obtained Approximated Weak Solution
Fig. 2. The graphs of weak solution and obtained approximated weak solution of Example 2.
Table 2
Some L2(0, 1) errors between weak and (AWS) approximated weak solution for some t values of Example 2.
N t ‖u (., t)− AWS (., t)‖2
L2(0,1)
4
0 0
0.2 0.000416384
0.4 0.001609490
0.6 0.003680109
1 0.015313228
6
0 0
0.2 0.000428583
0.4 0.001602675
0.6 0.003641037
1 0.015040225
10
0 0
0.2 0.000444785
0.4 0.001596680
0.6 0.003614032
1 0.014726722
+ 1.414213562(269.8169494t10 − 1367.856396t9 + 2969.317096t8
− 3604.366833t7 + 2679.84211t6 − 1256.489085t5 + 368.6255459t4
− 64.81949472t3 + 6.163210160t2 − 0.2294933134t) cos(9.424777962x)
+ 1.414213562(23.09786431t10 − 115.671001t9 + 245.669272t8 − 288.2218870t7
+ 204.3117518t6 − 90.3439593t5 + 25.01378720t4 − 4.23170449t3
+ 0.385853862t2 − 0.01116555254t)cos (12.56637062x)
+ 1.414213562(−185.2453767t10 + 939.3529811t9 − 2040.004278t8 + 2478.341131t7
− 1845.823833t6 + 868.428533t5 − 256.2071970t4 + 45.30103294t3
− 4.310311742t2 + 0.1673038953t) cos(15.70796327x)
+ 1.414213562(−109.1171675t10 + 558.3114924t9 − 1232.455330t8 + 1535.386676t7
− 1183.718888t6 + 581.1628986t5 − 179.4957768t4 + 32.98762662t3
− 3.179614278t2 + 0.1182323658t) cos(18.84955592x).
The graphs of weak solution and obtained approximated weak solution are given in Fig. 2.
Some L2 (0, 1) errors between weak and (AWS) approximated weak solution for some t values are given in Table 2.
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